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Abstract. The interpretation of spatial activities plays a fundamental
role in several areas, ranging from the analysis of animal behaviour to
location-based assistance applications. One important aspect when inter-
preting spatial activities consists in relating them to their environment.
A problem arises insofar propositional representations lack an appropri-
ate attention mechanism to comprehend the spatiotemporal development
of spatial activities. Therefore, we propose a diagrammatic formalism
which allows spatial activities to get classified depending on their spatial
context and provide a link to propositional formalisms. It shows that
RoboCup soccer is particularly suitable for investigating these issues. In
fact, alone the spatial activity of the ball teaches us to a considerable
degree much about a game.

1 The Representational Problem of Spatial Activities

Making explicit spatial activities of animals and human beings, activity patterns
play a fundamental role in several areas: patterns of animal movements are
investigated providing a detailed picture of seasonal variability in the scale and
patterns of movements [2]; location-aware shopping guides help people to find
an efficient way through an unfamiliar shopping mall [1]. In these examples, the
spatial activities of man and beast are analysed and interpreted.

Several approaches allow spatial activities to be represented, such as the cal-
culus of events [4] and the situation calculus [6]. The intuition behind such ap-
proaches is that the world can be described in terms of situations and that the
world changes from one situation to another one by performing specific actions.
It is the axiomatic specification of situations and actions what characterises these
approaches. Thus, their strengths consist in providing sound logical foundations
for reasoning about actions and time. However, such logical languages fail to ad-
equately represent how location related activities unfold themselves over time.
The problem of representing activities in which objects change their location,
so that their spatiotemporal development becomes explicit, is referred to as the
representational problem of spatial activities. Solving this problem allows the spa-
tial activities of objects to be valued, e.g. to distinguish whether someone moves
around purposeful or purposeless and to determine the similarity of movements.

In this paper, we devote our attention to the representational problem of
spatial activities. In section 2 a formalism is provided which complements logi-
cal languages about action and time in that it allows the spatial realisation of
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activities to be dealt with more directly. Section 3 introduces a diagrammatic
formalism using which frequency distributions about spatial activities can be
derived. In order to investigate the representational problem of spatial activities
it is necessary to clarify problems in a well defined testing environment, as it is
provided by RoboCup soccer. In this way, it shows how RoboCup sticks to its
principles to foster AI and intelligent robotics research, namely by illustrating
representational issues on spatial activities. Section 4 shows how our diagram-
matic formalism acts in concert with a logical language, allowing conclusions
about matches to be derived on the basis of the spatial activity of the ball.

2 Contextualising Motion Patterns

A soccer game can be conceived of as a sequence of things happening: play-
ers dribble, they pass each other the ball, somebody else tries to stop the ball
which is flying towards the goal. What is important for any soccer event is the
spatial change of objects (players and ball). That is to say, for the purpose of
characterising the behaviour of objects the only change that matters concerns
spatial changes which correspond to patterns of changing positions. Connecting
those positions we obtain trajectories of the objects. Parts of them correspond
to specific events, and each event is described by a trajectory.

Furthermore, the pattern of changing positions which arises from the intention
of a soccer player is called an activity pattern. More general, any pattern of some
intentional or unintentional event is called a motion pattern:

Definition 1 (Motion pattern). T denotes the infinite set of realisable trajec-
tories, and M is a set of representatives of a partition of T. Then, each sequence
M = m1, ..., mk with mi ∈ M is called a motion pattern.

For the most precise set of motion patterns it holds that there exists a bijective
mapping between T and M. However, such a set of motion patterns requires the
consideration of infinite many cases. But we shall learn below that a small set
of coarse motion patterns, consisting only of a few distinguishable cases, suffice
for the representation in some cases. What will be our running example shows
even the simplest case: it is only distinguished whether an object is motionless
or whether it moves. Then, there are two equivalence classes: one is represented
by the null-trajectory, referred to as motionlessness, the other one, called motion,
contains all other trajectories, i.e. M = {motion, motionlessness}. A possible
motion pattern is M = (motion, motionlessness, motion, motion), denoting any
case in which an object moves somehow, keeps still, and moves again two times
(the latter being equal to a single motion event). Eventually, the simplest motion
patterns consist only of single elements of M.

Much effort has been put into the development of methods for describing
motion patterns, e.g. [7]. Though, it is frequently not the motion pattern itself
that determines its meaning alone. Rather, changing the context in which a
motion pattern occurs causes a semantic change. Taking into account its spatial
context means to consider the motion pattern’s environment. For instance, at
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the level of topology its spatial context extends the meaning of a motion pattern
as follows:

Definition 2 (Topologically contextualised motion pattern). M denotes
a finite set of motion patterns, R denotes a finite set of regions, and St denotes
a relation St ⊆ R × M. Then, each sequence S = s1, s2, ..., sn with si ∈ St is
called a topologically contextualised motion pattern.

St allows dependencies between motion patterns and regions to be represented,
that is, the space where a motion pattern occurs is taken into account. For
example, R = {leftHalf, rightHalf, lPenalty, rPenalty} and M = {motion, motion-
lessness}. Then, St = {(leftHalf, motion), (rightHalf, motion), (lPenalty, motion),
... } and for the activity pattern on the left hand side of Fig. 1 it holds that S =
((leftHalf, motion), (lPenalty, motion), (leftHalf, motion)).

Fig. 1. Some trajectories, defenders of Apollo (middle) and AT-Humboldt (right)

As with the topological case, other spatial relations can also be considered,
such as cardinal directions or distances between objects. We define accordingly
and more general:

Definition 3 (Spatially contextualised motion pattern). M denotes a fi-
nite set of motion patterns, O denotes a finite set of objects, and S denotes a
relation S ⊆ O × M. Then, each sequence S = s1, s2, ..., sn with si ∈ S is called
a spatially contextualised motion pattern.

O denotes any spatial concept, such as cardinal directions or a specific set of
landmarks. Any combination can be represented by O, too, for instance, land-
marks which are in a specific distance away from a motion pattern. However,
here we shall exemplify the idea behind spatial contextualisations for motion
patterns at the level of topology and confine the discussion on whether a motion
pattern is (partly or completely) contained in a specific region.

The part of the trajectory t corresponding to any motion pattern sk can be
determined in different ways, amongst others, by the length of specific time
intervals or by the spatial contextualisation itself. An example for the latter is
the partition of t into parts at the boundaries of regions, i.e. whenever t crosses
the boundary of a region a new part of the motion pattern is defined. Taking
the example on the left hand side of Fig. 1, t is divided up into three parts since
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the boundary of the left penalty area is crossed twice. However, in the simplest
case t would not be divided up into parts, and there would exist only a single
spatially contextualised motion pattern. In our example M is defined as before
and we will simply distinguish whether an object crosses specific regions or not.

3 A Diagrammatic Representation of Motion Patterns

After a conceptual framework for describing spatial activities has been intro-
duced, we are able to solve the representational problem of spatial activities.
The problem consists in representing the location of an object and its change
in location, so as to make explicit its spatial activity. Solving this problem for
topologically contextualised motion patterns amounts to project the trajectory
of the object’s spatial activity on its spatial environment. In this way, the topo-
logical context of the object’s activity is made explicit. Such a diagrammatic
representation allows model-based deductions, namely those which can be ob-
tained by inspection processes [5]. For instance, it can be read off the diagram,
to which we refer to as D, which regions are crossed by the trajectory. The left
hand side of Fig. 1 gives an example.

Definition 4 (Spatially contextualised diagram). Let t ∈ T denote a tra-
jectory and R the arrangement of a set of regions R. Then, a spatially contex-
tualised diagram D of motion patterns is obtained by projecting t onto R.

D explicitly depicts the topologically contextualised spatial activity of the ob-
ject, i.e. such a diagrammatic representation is only capable of representing a
specific model. On the other hand, only valid models can be constructed, whereas
propositional languages would allow invalid mappings to be considered, such as
impossible changes of the object’s positions. This is one of the most prominent
advantages of diagrammatic representations (cf. [5]).

Accordingly to [3] we shall make use of graphical constructions for the pur-
pose of model-based deductions. The graphical constructions we use are closely
related to Euler diagrams which use topological properties such as enclosure
and exclusion to illustrate set-theoretic notions of containment and disjointness,
respectively. The advantages of such diagrams derive from their built-in logics.
With these diagrams, we shall deduce the extent to which an object occupies
specific regions in order to determine the object’s activities regarding its envi-
ronment. This is done by spatial templates which represent specific regions, rk.
Such a template is mapped onto D and an and-operation determines whether
t crosses rk. Especially, this operation can be extended in order to obtain the
amount with which the object occupies rk during its activities. By this means, a
frequency distribution of the object’s motion pattern is obtained, showing those
regions which are most frequently visited by the object.

Definition 5 (Spatial template). A spatial template T is a binary image
depicting a specific, not necessarily connected region.
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For the purpose of applying T to D, which is denoted by T ⊗ D, both diagrams
have either to be equal in size or it has to be defined how T is to be mapped
onto D. However, at any position a logical and-operation is applied which results
into true if both diagrams are marked at that same position; note that a position
in D can be marked k times depending on how often the trajectory crosses that
position. Counting these positions it is determined to which extent t covers the
region represented by T . The resulting diagram marks those positions and can
recursively be applied to further diagrams.

Definition 6 (Set-theoretic diagrammatic operations). Let R, S, and T
denote diagrams which are equal in size. Then, the following operations are de-
fined in accordance to the set-theoretic operations:

1. R = S ⊗ T , R is marked wherever S and T are both marked (intersection);
2. R = S ⊕ T , R is marked where either S or T is marked (union);
3. R, R is marked wherever it was not marked before (complement).

While the diagram explicitly represents information about topological and other
geometric relations among the players and the pitch, in a sentential representa-
tion, such as in the situation calculus, these information is available only implic-
itly. Clearly, the diagrammatic representation is informationally equivalent to
logical representations, but there are advantages concerning the computational
efficiency. A trajectory mapped onto the regions of the pitch allows several ques-
tions about the spatial activity of a player directly to be answered: does he keep
to his area, or where does he move? The example in the middle of Fig. 1 shows
how a defender allows himself his position to left, while the defender of the other
team (right same Fig.) does not allow himself to do this.

The computational advantage is due to the diagrammatic representation of
the topologically contextualised activity patterns of the players. Such a represen-
tation guides attention, allowing the player’s area as well as deviations from it
to get inferred. By contrast, a pure logical representation requires to thoroughly
search through all positions in order to determine the player’s area and to recog-
nise any deviations from it, lacking an appropriate attention mechanism. By
means of predefined spatial templates, attention processes of visual inspection
routines are simulated to comprehend the activities of players. It is the attention
mechanism of any representation which determines its search strategy and which
frequently makes diagrammatic representations computationally more efficient
than sentential representations [5].

4 Interpreting Motion Patterns

In this section we will show how to derive qualitative information from spatial
activities. Especially, we analysed games of the RoboCup 2005 2d-simulation
league in Osaka. Exemplarily, we analyse the trajectory of the ball mapped onto
the regions of a pitch (topological contextualisation), in order to generate answers
concerning game and team behaviour. For this purpose, we combine logical with
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Fig. 2. Three most left: The trajectory of the ball during some games in the preliminary
round; Right: The trajectory of the ball during the game RoboSina vs. TsinghuAeolus

Fig. 3. Spatial templates used in our example (symmetrical regions are also used)

diagrammatic reasoning methods. Fig. 2, for example, shows a game which is
quite centred, another one which is asymmetrical, and a third one showing a
good wing play of one of the teams while the other team has a good defence.

In detail, we define a set of predicates (e.g. LeftTeam and Motion, etc.)
which can be expressed in first order predicate logic to allow spatial activities
of soccer games to be formalised. Based on the particular predicate Motion we
provide a link to diagrammatic reasoning algorithms. Thus, the domain of this
predicate will be defined in reference to the given spatial templates representing
specific regions of a pitch (cf. Definition 5). While a spatial template determines
to which degree a trajectory crosses a specific region, the Motion predicate only
distinguishes whether the region is significantly crossed by the trajectory or not.
The significance is determined by the domain expert who, for instance, defines
that Motion holds as soon as the region is covered by the trajectory at least to
a degree of 20%. Our example is based on a set of spatial templates which are
shown in Fig. 3. These templates have to be defined by the domain expert, too.

Given terminological knowledge in terms of inference rules ε1, ..., ε3 which are
based on a structure A = (UA, IA):

UA = A ∪ B ∪ R, a universe
A = {ball}, available trajectories
R = {full, lPenalty, rPenalty, leftHalf, left18Yard,

rightHalf, right18Yard, lTopCorner, lBotCorner,
rTopCorner, rBotCorner}, a finite set of regions

B = {RoboSina, TsinghuAeolus}, a set of teams

IA(Motion) = {(m, n)|m ∈ A und n ∈ R}
IA(LeftTeam) = {m|m ∈ B}
. . .

A set of inference rules ε1, ..., ε3:
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ε1 : Good Defence(team) ⇒
LeftTeam(team) ∧ Motion(ball, left18Yard) ∧¬Motion(ball, lPenalty)

ε2 : Defending Deep(team) ⇒ LeftTeam(team)
∧(Motion(ball, leftHalf) ∨ Motion(ball, left18Yard))
∧(¬Motion(ball, rightHalf) ∨ ¬Motion(ball, right18Yard))

ε3 : Balanced Wing Playing(team) ⇒
LeftTeam(team) ∧Motion(ball, rTopCorner) ∧Motion(ball, rBotCorner)

Using this logical representation we can use an abductive reasoning approach to
make inferences on the basis of observed motion patterns, and consequently, to
find possible reasons for the team behaviour.

Firstly, if we want to receive an affirmative answer for a specific question
such as ’Does the RoboSina team has a good defence?’, then it will be neces-
sary to analyse all inference rules containing the Good Defence(RoboSina)
predicate within the head of the rule, and try to prove these rules with the
use of a backward-chaining algorithm. This process results in some atomic sen-
tences which are to be proved within a diagrammatic inference algorithm (e.g.
Motion(ball, left18Yard) and ¬Motion(ball, lPenalty)).

Secondly, sentences given as the result of a diagrammatic reasoning process
allow a game to be interpreted in several ways. For example, we take a look at
the game RoboSina vs. TsinghuAeolus (see Fig. 4). In this case, a diagrammatic
inference algorithm derives the following assertions:

¬Motion(ball, full), ¬Motion(ball, leftHalf), Motion(ball, rightHalf),
Motion(ball, left18Yard), Motion(ball, right18Yard),
¬Motion(ball, lTopCorner), Motion(ball, lBotCorner),
Motion(ball, rTopCorner), Motion(ball, rBotCorner),
¬Motion(ball, lPenalty), Motion(ball, rPenalty)

On the basis of these assertions, our inference rules, and additional knowledge
such as LeftTeam(RoboSina) we are able to infer Good Defence(RoboSina)
which means that the defending team is under great pressure but yet able to
keep the ball out of the penalty area.

Having analysed all games of the RoboCup 2005 2d-simulation league, it shows
that the trajectory of the ball provides indeed significant information about a
game, identifying the proposed technique as a useful means for automatically eval-
uating games. Taking alone the predicate Balanced Wing Playing shows the
usefulness of spatially contextualised motion patterns: in about 57% of all the
games (excluding those games where the wing play of both teams is equally well)
that team with the better wing play wins (Fig. 4 show some examples). This in-
dicates that the trajectory of the ball should indeed be taken into account for the

Fig. 4. Games which have been won by those teams with a good wing play
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purpose of automatically deriving conclusions about a game. Clearly, combining
appropriately a number of predicates more sophisticated inferences can be made.

5 In Sum

When observations about the spatial activity of objects are to be interpreted,
we are in need of methods in order to understand their spatial activities. In
particular, in soccer we want to comprehend the run of a play and we want to
learn for the future. In our examples we analysed the ball’s trajectory and all
our conclusions are based on its spatial activties. For the purpose of analysing
more precisely a game, the spatial activities of single players, their trajecto-
ries, and further spatially contextualised motion patterns are to be taken into
account. For example, relations among players would tell us something about
dummy runs, circulations, and corner kicks. Especially, the proposed formalism
can be applied to compare those activities among different leagues. However,
our primary aim here consisted in clarifying issues about spatial activities and
to provide the framework for implementing interpretation systems on spatial ac-
tivities. At the same time it should be clear that issues concerning the choice of
spatial contextualisations and their interpretations are left to the domain expert.
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